Dermatoglyphic patterns on the fingers often differ in syndromes and other conditions
Introduction Orofacial clefts are formed by improper or failed fusion of tissues during early development (Fig 1) . They are among the most common birth defects worldwide and can present in isolation or be syndromic [1] . Nonsyndromic cleft lip with or without cleft palate (CL/P) has birth prevalence rates ranging from a high of 1/500 in Asian and Native American populations to lower prevalences of 1/2500 in Africans, while the prevalence of nonsyndromic cleft palate only (CPO) is about half that of CL/P worldwide [1, 2] . CL/P and CPO are both complex multifactorial traits, controlled by multiple genes and environmental factors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The frequencies of dermatoglyphic patterns on the fingers and palms have been studied for many years as potentially sensitive indicators of generalized prenatal developmental delay or instability [7] [8] [9] [10] . Because there exists an embryological overlap in the chronologies of the formation of the lip and palate in utero (4th-9th week) [11, 12] and dermatoglyphics (6th-24th week) [13] [14] [15] [16] , numerous studies have examined dermatoglyphic traits in nonsyndromic clefting in multiple populations. Many have reported altered frequencies of dermatoglyphic patterns [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] or increased pattern asymmetry [22, 24, 27, 28, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] between cleft cases, unaffected relatives, and/or controls. However, results have been inconsistent, with other studies reporting no dermatoglyphic differences in individuals with orofacial clefts [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] .
The Pittsburgh Oral Facial Cleft study (POFC) began in 1993 and aims to identify genes for nonsyndromic orofacial clefting through a number of strategies, including deep phenotyping of affected cases, their unaffected relatives, and controls from around the world [42, 43] . We hypothesize that, due to the shared embryological chronology between the formation of the lip/palate and fingerprints in the first trimester, individuals with nonsyndromic clefts may show altered dermatoglyphic pattern counts and/or increased pattern asymmetry, when compared to individuals without clefts. Our aim is to test these two hypotheses in the POFC sample by ANOVA analysis of dermatoglyphic pattern counts and asymmetry among individuals with clefts, their unaffected relatives, and controls.
Materials and methods
The University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board approved this study (IRB protocol numbers STUDY19030367 and STUDY19090156). Written consent was obtained from all participants.
Sample characteristics
The POFC study focuses on identifying genes for nonsyndromic clefting [5, 43] . Collaborating clinicians at hospitals, cleft centers, and field sites worldwide refer their nonsyndromic cleft patients and families to the study, or screen potential participants at cleft surgery clinics, to exclude individuals with suspected syndromes, e.g., Van der Woude. Control families and individuals are recruited through advertisements and word of mouth. They are screened for the absence of any cleft, and have no known history of cleft in their first-or second-degree relatives. After obtaining written informed consent from the University of Pittsburgh IRB and other international IRBs or Institutional Ethics Committees, trained research staff collect several additional phenotypes. From 1999-2011, dermatoglyphic prints were collected at five sites internationally (Hungary, Pennsylvania in the U.S.A. (USA-PA), Texas in the U.S.A. (USA-TX), Spain, and Argentina). POFC participants from these five sites with 9 or 10 scoreable fingerprints were included in this study, for a total of 1502 individuals (801 female; 701 male).
All forms of nonsyndromic clefting-cleft lip only, cleft lip and palate, and cleft palate only -were included in this analysis. POFC initially concentrated on nonsyndromic cleft lip.
With or without cleft palate, so there are comparatively few people with cleft palate only. Since alterations in fingerprints are more likely to reflect generalized early developmental instability, as opposed to specific mechanisms of lip or palate formation, we combined individuals with all types of cleft in this analysis. The POFC study is enriched for multiplex cleft families, i.e. those with more than one affected family member, and the sample includes all available family members, with or without a cleft, as well as multiple family members from the control families. [43] . We divided study participants into three groups: 1) Cases-367 individuals with a nonsyndromic CL/P or CPO; 2) Unaffected Family Members (UFMs)-836 individuals from case families who did not have a cleft; and 3) Controls-299 individuals from control families who were recruited at the Hungary and USA-PA sites only.
Fingerprint collection
We took fingerprints using the standard ink method [44, 45] . Three trained raters each scored all the patterns on every finger as arch (A), ulnar loop (UL), radial loop (RL), whorl (W), or accidental/other uncommon print. All prints that were not A, UL, RL, or W were grouped into a single "Other" (O) category. If the three initial scores did not agree, a fourth, experienced rater re-evaluated the print. Spot-checks were also performed on sub-sets of prints. Only individuals with 9-10 ratable prints were included in this analysis. See Fig 2 for examples of fingerprint patterns from our participants.
Pattern count ANOVA
We used analysis of variance (ANOVA) to model the joint effects of recruitment site, sex, cleft status, and their interactions on the dermatoglyphic pattern count, defined as the number of common patterns (i.e., A, UL, RL, W) present on the hands of the 1502 individuals in the sample. Each individual was assigned a four-part pattern count score. For example, a score of (5,3,1,1) shows that this person has 5 UL, 3 W, 1 A, and 1 RL on their hands. People can have extreme scores of (10,0,0,0), (0,10,0,0), (0,0,10,0), or different combinations of pattern types. This composite variable totaled 10 for most people, but could total 9 or fewer for those people who were missing a print and/or had rare prints.
ANOVA was run on the full model that included the effects of site, sex, cleft status + interactions on dermatoglyphic pattern count, and compared to all possible nested models, i.e., models that excluded one or more of the independent variables and their interactions. The most parsimonious model, determined by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), was selected as the best fitting model. For those variables with more than two categories (e.g., five sites and three cleft statuses), we also used the Tukey's post hoc Honest Significant Differences (HSD) test to determine which sites or cleft statuses were driving the association. The significance threshold for p values was set to 0.05. All statistical analyses were conducted using the R statistical package [46] .
Because the cleft status variable did not include controls at three of the sites, we performed two ANOVAs on slightly different samples. First, we used the "All Sites model," which included all five sites, but only cases and UFMs for the cleft status variable. Second, we ran the "Hungary + USA-PA model," which included only the Hungary and USA-PA sites, but included all three cleft statuses-cases, UFMs, and controls.
Pattern dissimilarity ANOVA
Next, we examined whether patterns differed between the left and right hands according to site, sex, and/or cleft status. For this analysis, patterns were assigned to one of four different types-arches, loops (ulnar and radial loops collapsed into one type), whorls, and other patterns (accidentals and other rare patterns collapsed into one type). Only study participants with known patterns on all ten digits were included (N = 1,476). Pattern asymmetry between right and left hands was determined by calculating a dissimilarity score for each individual, following [35] . For each pair of digits, e.g., right and left thumb, we assigned a score of '0' if the pattern type was the same on both digits, and a score of '1' if the pattern types did not match.
We then summed the digit scores over all five pairs of digits. An individual's dissimilarity score could range from 0 (all 5 digit pairs with matching pattern types) to 5 (all 5 pairs of digits with dissimilar pattern types).
As done previously, we conducted ANOVA for the full and nested models including site, sex, cleft status, and their interactions, followed by Tukey's post hoc HSD test for pairwise differences between sites and cleft statuses. The significance threshold for p values was set to 0.05. All statistical analyses were conducted using the R statistical package [46] . ANOVAs were run separately for the "All Sites Model" and the "Hungary + USA-PA Model."
Results

Sample demographics and pattern frequencies
To describe the sample, Tables 1 and 2 provide the number of individuals and the number of common patterns, respectively, by site, sex, and cleft status. Table 1 shows that in the complete 
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sample of 1,502 individuals, the overall male-to-female ratio is close to equal (701 male vs. 801 female (47% vs. 53%)). However, the male-to-female ratios within each cleft status are more skewed. There is a preponderance of males among the cleft cases (210 male vs. 157 female (57% vs 43%)), whereas there are more females than males among the UFMs (377 male vs. 459 female (45% vs. 55%)), and the controls (114 male vs. 185 female (38% vs. 62%)). We observed these sex differences in cleft status for the sites taken separately as well. Table 2 provides the frequencies of the common dermatoglyphic patterns by site, sex, and cleft status. The 1,502 individuals contributed 14,893 common patterns to Table 2 , with 101 rare patterns and 26 missing prints not included. In Table 2 , UL is the most frequent pattern, followed by W, A, and RL. Visual inspection of Table 2 suggests that the frequencies of common dermatoglyphic patterns vary by site, sex, and/or cleft status.
Pattern count ANOVA-Effects of site, sex, and cleft status
The dermatoglyphic pattern counts per individual showed the same general trends as the pattern frequencies in Table 2 . UL are present on an average of at least six fingers, with W averaging 2-3.5 fingers, and A and RL averaging less than one finger per individual. Even so, there are a few individuals in the sample with ten arches on their fingers. Table 3 provides the results of the ANOVA analyses for those nested models which had a p value � 0.05. For each pattern type and model, Table 3 summarizes the most optimal models based on AIC, including overall and pairwise p values, observed group means, and estimated pairwise group differences plus 95% confidence intervals for the pairwise comparisons. In the All Sites Model, for example, the categorical site variable represents five sites; therefore, its overall p value, if significant, is included in addition to the significant pairwise site differences from the Tukey HSD test. Similarly, test outcomes for the cleft status variable, which has three categories in the Hungary + USA-PA Model, include both pairwise and overall test outcomes that are significant.
Arches did not show any significant pattern count differences by site, sex, or cleft status. For UL, RL and W, we observed significant count differences depending on both recruitment site and sex. Site differences were most significant for W (p < 0.001) using the All Sites Model, but were also significant for UL and RL. The Spanish sample had significantly more UL than Hungary (6.76 vs. 6.06; p = 0.03), and significantly fewer W (1.77 vs. 2.90; p < 0.001). Even though the average overall RL count is < 1 per individual, there were significantly more RL in the USA-PA sample than in Hungary (0.56 vs. 0.41) for both the All Sites Model (p = 0.003) and for the Hungary-USA-PA Model (p < 0.001). The all-sites ANOVA also found significant sex differences for UL, RL, and W, although they were not as pronounced as the site differences. Females had significantly more UL than males (6.34 vs. 6.08; p = 0.02), while males had significantly more W (2.79 vs. 2.54; p = 0.03) 
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Individuals with nonsyndromic orofacial clefts have increased asymmetry of fingerprint patterns and RL (0.51 vs.0.41; p = 0.006). Thus, individual pattern counts differ by both site and sex in this data set. After taking site and sex differences into account, the mean number of UL, RL, and W per individual did not differ significantly by cleft status in either the All Sites sample or the Hungary-USA-PA sample. However, for both UL and RL, there appears to a significant interaction between cleft status and sex in the UFMs. Across all five sites, female UFMs have a higher mean number of UL than male UFMs (mean UL females vs. males: 6.54 vs. 6.03; p = 0.02), and a lower frequency of RL (mean RL females vs. males: 0.37 vs. 0.56; p = 0.001). We observed the RL association in the Hungary-USA-PA sample as well (mean RL female UFMs vs. males: 0.38 vs. 0.58; p = 0.01). The addition of controls in the latter analysis did not change the results. Table 4 provides the mean dissimilarity scores by site, sex, and cleft status for the 1476 individuals with complete sets of 10 readable prints, and Table 5 gives the results of the ANOVA. Under the All Sites Model, we observed a significant increase in the mean dissimilarity score 
Pattern dissimilarity ANOVA-Effects of site, sex, and cleft status
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Individuals with nonsyndromic orofacial clefts have increased asymmetry of fingerprint patterns of cleft cases compared to UFMs (1.26 vs 1.08; p = 0.01). This observation was consistent within each site and within males and females, although the individual comparisons did not reach significance. For the Hungary-USA-PA Model, individuals with clefts showed significantly more dissimilarity than either the UFMs (mean dissimilarity score cases vs. UFMs: 1.30 vs. 1.08; p = 0.04) or the controls (mean dissimilarity score cases vs. controls: 1.30 vs. 1.08; p = 0.03). For the All Sites Model, males also had significantly higher dissimilarity scores than females (1.20 vs. 1.06; p = 0.02). This difference was observed within all cleft statuses, although it was not significant. No significant sex effects were observed in the Hungary-USA-PA model. In contrast to the pattern count analysis, cleft status was a significant predictor of pattern 
Individuals with nonsyndromic orofacial clefts have increased asymmetry of fingerprint patterns dissimilarity between left and right hands, along with sex, while there were no observed differences due to recruitment site, nor any interaction effects.
Discussion
We analyzed fingerprint patterns from 1502 individuals from the POFC Study, to determine if individuals with clefts have altered pattern counts on their hands or increased pattern type asymmetry, compared to their relatives without clefts or to controls. In general, our results revealed little evidence that cleft status was associated with differences in the number of common patterns on an individual's hands. However, we did find evidence of increased left-right pattern dissimilarity in affected cleft cases, particularly if they were male.
Differences in pattern frequency by recruitment site and sex
Dermatoglyphic pattern frequencies vary extensively by race and ethnicity [7, 47] , and we were not surprised to observe site-specific differences in our sample. Most notably, the overall frequency of whorls in the sample from Spain (18%) was low while the frequencies of ulnar loops (68%) and arches (9%) were high, compared to the other sites, in particular Hungary and Argentina. As demonstrated in Table 6 , our Spanish frequencies are relatively extreme, even when compared to other published samples taken from specific regions of Spain [48] [49] [50] .
Many of the Spanish families in our sample traveled some distance to participate in POFC, and thus they probably do not reflect any single ethnic or regional population. Furthermore, the Spanish sample size of 117 is not exceptionally small. Although fingerprint patterns often vary significantly between relatively close geographical regions and similar ethnicities (see Table 6 ), the Spanish samples in this study remain unusual, compared to other sites in our study and to other published Spanish samples. The sample had different proportions of males and females in the cleft cases, UFMs, and controls, with 57% males in the cleft cases, 45% males in the UFMs, and 38% males in the controls. This is not unexpected, since nonsyndromic cleft lip with or without cleft palate is more common in males [11, 51] , while controls, both family derived and unrelated, often include more females. Dermatoglyphic patterns vary between males and females in general [44, 52] . We observed an increase in ulnar loops in females, and an increase in radial loops in males, a trend seen in other studies of Spain (Table 6 and [53] ). Thus, we included both site and sex as covariates in the analysis.
Little evidence of association between clefting and specific fingerprint patterns
Fingerprint patterns are formed in early development, overlapping the period of lip and palate formation, and different pattern frequencies may reflect changes in developmental timing [13] . Arches, for example, are considered to be slower forming patterns, and may be seen more frequently in conditions involving developmental delay [54] . Frequencies of dermatoglyphic patterns have been studied in individuals with clefts and their family members or controls for decades. In the majority of reports, the frequency of whorls is decreased in individuals with nonsyndromic clefts and/or their relatives, compared to controls, while the corresponding frequencies of ulnar/radial loops and/or arches is increased, although not all differences are significant or occur in both sexes. This is to be expected, since by definition, a decreased count for one pattern will lead to increased counts in some of the other patterns. These trends have been observed in studies of Japanese [17, 23, 30] , Austrians [29], Indians [16, [18] [19] [20] 25, 26] , Israelis [24], Filipinos [28] , and Iranians [21, 22] . Other studies, however, have failed to replicate these findings, including studies of U.S. Caucasians [41] , Belgians [37] , Chinese [39] , and Indians [38, 40] .
This study, one of the largest to date, failed to confirm the observation seen in the majority of studies-that whorls are less frequent in individuals with clefts, while loops and/or arches are more frequent. Because the frequencies of both clefting and dermatoglyphic patterns are known to vary significantly in different ethnic groups and by sex, we performed an ANOVA that took all of these factors into account jointly. The analysis compared a full model (site, sex, and cleft status variables) to nested models, and determined that site and sex accounted for most of our observed differences in pattern counts, while cleft status did not. We did observe an interaction between cleft status and sex in the case of radial and ulnar loops. Unaffected male relatives have more radial loops, while unaffected female relatives have more ulnar loops than expected. The biological significance of this observation is not clear, but the implication is that in families with nonsyndromic clefting, the process by which a loop becomes lateralized differs between males and females, but only in individuals who do not have a cleft.
Earlier studies have not taken our analytical approach, so it is possible that not all studies have adequately controlled for the effects of ethnic variation and/or sex. The consistent nature 
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Individuals with nonsyndromic orofacial clefts have increased asymmetry of fingerprint patterns and direction of the majority of findings in the literature (increased loops/arches and decreased whorls in clefting) lends strength to the hypothesis that dermatoglyphic pattern frequencies reflect a developmental delay or perturbation during the formation of the lip and palate that increases the risk of a nonsyndromic cleft. Since our sample sizes are relatively large, this would imply either that these prior studies were flawed, perhaps by low power due to small sample sizes, or that our analysis was overly conservative.
Fingerprint pattern asymmetry increased in cleft cases
The embryologic development of many bilaterally symmetric anatomic features is presumed to be identical on the left and right sides, whether such features are influenced by genes, the prenatal environment, or some combination of both. This study observed a significant increase in dermatoglyphic asymmetry-measured by a pattern-type dissimilarity score-in individuals with clefts compared to UFMs and controls. We observed an independent increase in pattern dissimilarity in males compared to females. These results were consistent across most sites, indicating that both cleft status and sex are associated with greater dermatoglyphic asymmetry in our sample. However, in Hungary the female cases have more dissimilarity than the male cases, which may explain why the sex effect was not significant in the Hungary-USA-PA model. Increased asymmetry in multiple dermatoglyphic traits taken from either fingers or palms has been widely reported in different groups of individuals, with or without clefts. Some studies find increased dermatoglyphic asymmetry in individuals with clefts, compared to UFMs and/or controls [24, 33] . Others report increased dermatoglyphic asymmetry in cleft individuals and/or their UFMs from multiplex cleft families, compared to either simplex families or controls [31, 35, 36, 39] . There are reports of increased dermatoglyphic asymmetry in parents of individuals with clefts, compared to controls [22 (mothers only), 32 (mothers only), 33, 34] . In contrast, [28] reported increased dermatoglyphic asymmetry in female unaffected relatives, compared to cases. Taken together, these studies suggest that dermatoglyphic asymmetry reflects a generalized developmental disturbance that also impacts cleft formation. More specifically, there is evidence of shared genetic mechanisms between limb or appendage developmental processes and cleft formation. For example, a number of cleft-related syndromes include limb defects as well (OMIM search term = "cleft lip/palate and limb", and a recent GWAS study of human facial shape reported that associated loci were enriched for genes involved in limb development [55] . Whether both phenotypes are the result of mutations in genes for the robustness of early embryonic development or reflections of prenatal environmental insults or an interaction between the two remains to be determined.
Limitations
Even though our sample sizes are large, recruiting from multiple sites with different racial backgrounds introduced ethnicity as a potential confounder, which could have reduced the power of the sample. Likewise, the decision to define cleft status broadly as CL and/or CP might have introduced additional heterogeneity into the sample, which could also reduce power. Another consideration is that our study sample contains related individuals. Cleft statuses of related individuals may be correlated due to shared genetic as well as environmental factors, the degree of correlation being highest for first-degree relatives (parents, siblings and children). We verified, prior to analysis, that the number of first-degree relatives included from each family is small (2 or 3 for nearly all pedigrees), and that there are no large clusters of correlated subjects in any sub-group. We therefore concluded that the likelihood of observing spurious significant associations due to this correlation is small. The analysis was designed to take these factors into account, but it may have missed small difference in pattern counts, which have been reported in other studies of dermatoglyphics and nonsyndromic clefting. This is countered by the significant laterality differences, in which individuals with clefts showed increased pattern dissimilarity, regardless of recruitment site or sex, showing that there is ample power in this sample for that phenotype. In any event, additional studies in large, well-characterized samples are warranted.
Conclusions
In this study of nonsyndromic clefting and dermatoglyphic patterns, there were no significant differences in pattern counts for individuals with clefts, their unaffected relatives, or controls. However, individuals with clefts had significantly more dermatoglyphic asymmetry in their pattern types, as measured by a dissimilarity score, than unaffected relatives or controls. These results lend support to the idea that generalized developmental disturbances acting early in pregnancy may increase the risk of orofacial clefting.
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